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Abstract
In this paper, commercial lithium ion battery cells consisting of graphite
based anode and LiNi0.80Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) oxide based cathode were investigated regarding their aging behavior. The capacity loss is dependent on the
state of charge (SOC) whereas the battery is operated with partial cycles at defined SOCs. The structural change of the positive electrode material is identified as dominating aging process. Especially grid services such as primary
control reserve are of economic interest for battery system operators. In this
application, small charge and discharge cycles are the main operation mode.
Considering the operation of single battery storage systems in a virtual storage
power plant, different states of charges are much more of interest. Thus the
battery aging behavior of lithium ion cells with NCA based cathode material
with respect to cycling at specific state of charge with small depth of discharge
(DOD) is investigated. The results in this paper provide understanding of
small DOD cycling at given SOC behavior which is necessary for NCA lifetime prediction in this particular case, especially in virtual storage plant with
various storage systems and thus various SOCs for delivery primary reserve
the small DOD behavior which has an important impact on efficiency and
economy. It is a key finding, which aging mechanisms are essential in order to
optimize the cell operation and adapt it to system performance.
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1. Introduction
Lithium ion batteries play a prominent role for energy storage and are an increaDOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011 Jan. 24, 2018
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singly important part of storage technologies in different sectors [1]-[6]. Based
on the reasonable power and energy density of lithium ion batteries, they occupy
a huge market share on consumer market like portable electronic devices (e.g.
notebooks and tablets) [7]. In the transportation sector, lithium ion storage is at
the moment almost indispensable. For full electric vehicles, lithium ion batteries
are more important than ever before [8]. Also in hybrid vehicles, lithium ion
batteries are used [9]. In combination with grid support, battery vehicles could
even supply primary control reserve [10].
But the key role for grid support in an energy market with high share of renewable energy behooves the stationary lithium ion battery energy storage excluded pumped hydro storage [11]. In the case of primary control reserve, lithium ion battery systems are the most promising technology, because of their
efficiency and cost structure [12]. One promising use case of lithium ion battery
storage systems could be the combination of residential battery systems, to store
renewable energy, and the supply of primary control reserve in a virtual storage
power plant [13]. For primary control reserve, there are no more full cycles for
relevance, but partial cycling will gain in importance. In this case, it is insufficient to know what the impact of decreasing depth of discharge (DOD) is, but
even more it is necessary to know in which state of charge region the system behavior could be improved considering aging characteristics of lithium ion cells.
The high efficiency of lithium ion cells compared to other storage technologies like redox flow techniques or lead acid is an advantage. But, it is also cell
degradation via aging observed, which is the main disadvantage of lithium ion
batteries. An overview of aging mechanisms in literature could be found in [14].
The main aging mechanisms could be divided into two parts, the aging behavior
on cycling and the calendric aging effects [15], both effects occur on anode electrodes as well as on cathode electrodes. The most important anode material is
graphite. The aging of graphite is dominated by growth of the solid electrolyte
interface (SEI) [16] which leads to an increase of internal resistance. It changes
the electrode/electrolyte interface via building a solid inorganic electrolyte interface. The main mechanism is the decomposition of organic electrolyte. SEI
growth with direct increasing of internal resistance is the main factor of calendric aging. In addition different mechanisms on the cathode side are known for
calendric aging. In literature, different materials with different aging behaviors
are known, especially deactivation of active material, dissolution of particles and
side-reactions of active material [17] [18] [19].
As mentioned before, all active materials suffer under degradation by cycling
[20] [21] [22] via mechanical stress and specific chemical depending mechanisms. Based on volumetric change of active material and dissolution and growth
of SEI micro, cracks could be observed which are leading to lithium plating [23].
Common used cathode electrode materials are the olivine structured LiFePO4,
manganese spinel electrode LiMn2O4 (LMO) and layered electrodes like
Li1+x(Ni1/3Co1/3Mn1/3)1−xO2 (NMC). One capacity loss factor of LFP based cathode
is dissolution of Fe3+ caused due to impurities, which could be generated at surDOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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face while cycling [24]. In addition, at the LFP cathode, cracks could be observed
by anisotropic effects during coexistence of a Li-rich and a Li-poor phase while
cycling [25]. Positive electrodes with LiMn2O4 (LMO) spinel underlay a degradation caused by local structure effects. The mechanism is the conversion of cubic
LiMn2O4 to a new tetragonal spinel phase with following disintegration in the
orthorhombic LiMn2O4 phase [26]. The layered NMC is very stable by cycling,
but structural rearrangements of NMC and change of stochiometry of transition
metals leads to capacity loss caused due to higher electrolyte reactivity, which
promotes side reactions [27].
In this study the focus is on the cathode material NCA, which is also a layered
oxide material and known for long term stability and high energy density. The
calendric aging progress is minted on the main effect of a graphite/NCA cell via
the growth of SEI and is described in [28]. But changing from calendaric aging
to the degradation on cycling aging a strong influence of the cathode is found in
[29]. In another investigation on NCA based lithium ion batteries increased
current rates with high DOD lead to a rapid degradation of the active material
caused by micro cracks on the surface [30]. Especially this finding will be conducted in the following discussion for the findings obtained here. In addition an
inactive state of Ni3+ and Ni2+ is observed in [31] with oxygen loss of the active
material. This leads to disabled lithium for intercalation and deintercalation, resulting in changes of the cell behavior at exactly given potentials. As an important effect in NCA materials a phase transition is known with a crystal structure
change between monoclinic to hexagonal [32]. This transition is at a fixed potential which can directly correlated with the finding obtained in the results part
and discussed later on.

2. Measurements
In this section the measurement procedures are presented. The investigated cells
are commercial 45 Ah lithium ion battery round cells with a graphite based
anode and a LiNi0.80Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) based cathode material with organic
electrolyte and hexafluorophosphate lithium salt LiPF6. The procedure is started
with a galvanostatic measurement for cycling with small depth of discharges at
specific state of charge (SOC) and subsequent periodic capacity determination to
investigate capacity progress. After every 1000th partial cycle an electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy for the investigation of impedance development, in order to interpret ohmic, charge transfer and diffusion behavior is carried out. The
third part of measurement procedure is the cyclic voltammetry (CV). Based on
CV the mechanism of different degradation behavior is discussed. The potentio
dynamic measurement allows conclusions about electrochemical behavior concerning the kinetics and physical processes on the electrodes [33].

2.1. Cycling Tests
The cycle tests are executed with a battery test system Basytec XCTS. In order to
control the ambient temperature a climate chamber CTS T-40/350 is used. The
DOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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SOC is adjusted via Ah counter with an accuracy of ±0.2%. In this study two average states of charge are considered. The first state of charge is at 30% SOC with
an initial open circuit voltage of 3.53 V and the second cycle test belongs to the
state of charge 70% (OCV of 3.75 V). For each cycle test two cells are considered
and the current rate is C/3.
After every 1000th partial cycle with a DOD of 10% executed via an Ah-counter a characterization cycle is carried out. That characterization cycle is done for
capacity determination and readjusting the SOC, which was not necessary during the whole testing time. In order to determine the capacity loss two discharge
capacities are specified. After the common CC-CV charge cycle with CV potential of 4.0 V and the abort criterion of C/20, a discharge with CC of C/3 like
charging is done. Subsequently a constant voltage phase at 2.7 V with the same
abort criterion like charging is carried out. Table 1 shows the comparison of the
cycling conditions.

2.2. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)
After each 1000th cycle a galvanostatic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) is carried out to interpret the capacity loss behavior. The impedance spectroscopy is done via multi-channel galvanostat/potentiostat EC-Lab Biologic
VMP3 and a current Booster VMP3 B-10. The ambient temperature is controlled by the climate chamber Binder KB53. The impedance spectroscopy is
used to determine internal resistance and interfacial capacitance of cell. The basic of this measurement is by reference an AC source to determine the impedance depending on frequency by varying it. The measurement allows interpreting equivalent resistance and interfacial capacitance values by means of correlation to electrode interfacial phenomena [34]. In this study the carried out bandwith of frequency is 6 kHz up to 50 mHz with 36 points per decade in logarithm
spacing. Per each frequency an average of two measurement points is carried
out. The galvanostatic impedance mode is carried out with an amplitude of 1 A.
Table 1. Cycling initial condition (voltage limit) at 25˚C ambient temperature with 10%
DOD at SOC 30% and 70%.
30% SOC

70% SOC

OCV

3.53 V

3.75 V

Charge (C/3) to

3.62 V

3.85 V

Discharge (C/3) to

3.44 V

3.65 V

1000 partial cycles with 10% DOD
Charge CC (C/3) to

4.0 V

Charge CV

4.0 V (C/20)

Discharge CC (C/3) to

2.7 V

Discharge CV

2.7 V (C/20)
Capacity determination

DOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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2.3. Cyclic Voltammetry (CV)
The potentio dynamic measurement cyclic voltammetry is realized by multichannel galvanostat/potentiostat EC-Lab Biologic VMP3 and current Booster
VMP3 B-10. The different ambient temperatures between 10˚C and 40˚C are
controlled by a climate chamber Binder KB53. The constant potential scan rate
is varied between 0.020 mV∙s−1 and 0.022 mV∙s−1 in order to get physical dependency. This measurement is carried out to evaluate electrochemical process at
electrodes surfaces [35].
In order to get an impression which impacts the aging process on potentio
dynamic behavior has, in Figure 1 cyclic voltammograms of a pristine and fatigue cell are shown. In order to determine changes in electrochemical mechanism
processes while aging, cyclic voltammetry is carried out to correlate aging phenomena with electrochemical processes, which are known in literature [36].

3. Results
The first results are shown in Figure 2. Two cells were cycled at 70% SOC with a
DOD of 10% and a current of C/3 with an ambient temperature of 25˚C and two
cells were cycled at 30% SOC by the same conditions. In Figure 2(a) the capacity
was determined with common CC-discharge mode. In Figure 2(b) the capacity
was determined with CC-CV-discharge mode shown at left y-axes and the averaged 1 kHz resistance determined from both cells per each test at 50% SOC is
shown at the right y-axes.

Figure 1. Cyclic voltammatry of a commercial lithium ion battery cell with NCA-based
cathode electrode of a pristine cell (black line) and a fatigued cell (light blue dashed line)
with a potential scan rate of 0.020 mV∙s−1 at ambient temperature of 25˚C.
DOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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Figure 2. Capacity fade of cycle tests at 25˚C ambient temperature (a) determined with
CC-discharge protocol for each test with two cells, grey dots cycled at 30% SOC and
yellow crosses cycled at 70% SOC; (b) Capacity progress determination via CC-CV-discharge
protocol with two cells for each test with grey dots cycled at 30% SOC and yellow crosses
cycled at 70% SOC with averaged 1 kHz resistance determined from both cells per each
test at 50% SOC with same marker as capacity measurement.

The capacity loss shown in those figures allows assigning a state of charge depending degradation of NCA cathode based lithium ion cells with graphite based
anodes. Discharge only with a constant current phase at the end correlates in
general directly with the growth of resistance. In order to validate the reversible
amount of capacity loss, caused due to lithium binding the capacity loss by CV
discharge is considered. The additional CV procedure allows the interpretation
of approximately current independent (I → 0) lithium loss, caused due to lithium
binding which doesn’t inevitably directly correlate with growth in internal resistance.
Considering the subplot a) after 600 full cycle equivalents a quantitative higher capacity loss with respect to CC discharge mode by cycling at 70% SOC compared to cycling at 30% SOC is observed. Whereas cycling at 30% SOC leads only to a loss of about 2% of the initial capacity after 600th full cycle equivalents,
cycling at 70% SOC leads under the same condition to 10% capacity loss. Both
redundant cells show for each cycle test the same behavior.
The aging dependent capacity loss of these both cycling tests can be described
by a linear or square root full cycle equivalent dependent function and is detailed
discussed in [37].
Considering the subplot Figure 2(b) also a difference of capacity losses between cycling at 70% SOC compared to cycling at 30% SOC is observed, which is
seen on the left y-axis. The capacity loss which is observed by CC-CV-mode adDOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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mits an interpretation of irreversible loss of lithium capacity. For both cycle test
conditions also an irreversible capacity loss of lithium could be observed. In particular for cycling at 70% SOC the irreversible loss is dominating. The difference
between CC-mode in subplot Figure 2(a) and CC-CV mode in subplot Figure
2(b) capacity leads to the conclusion, that cycling at 30% has less impact on internal resistance growth and on irreversible binding of lithium compared to 70%
SOC.
Considering the right y-axis in subplot Figure 2(b) the internal resistance
progress at 1 kHz and 50% SOC is directly correlated with the ohmic resistance
[38], is illustrated. The internal resistance is a slightly increasing cycling at 70%
SOC leads to higher resistance compared to cycling at 30% SOC, but this result
is not sufficient to explain the high rise of capacity loss.
In order to interpret the capacity fade results an EIS is carried out. The Nyquist plot is illustrated to visualize the complex and real part of impedance [39].
The impedance spectroscopy is executed at 70% SOC and 30% SOC for each cell
independent on cycle test.
In Figure 3 the results of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy after 6000
partial cycle test at 70% SOC and 30% SOC from 6 kHz up to 50 mHz with current amplitude of 1 A and 36 points per decade are shown. In Figure 3(a) the
results of EIS at 70% SOC where the dark grey dots after cycling at 70% SOC and
the light blue dots after cycling at 30% SOC are illustrated.
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Figure 3. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy after 6000 partial cycle at 70% SOC
and 30% SOC from 6 kHz up to 50 mHz with current amplitude of 1 A and 36 points per
decade with logarithm spacing. (a) Two Nyquist plots at 70% SOC with cycled cell at 70%
SOC (grey dots) and cycled cell at 30% SOC (light blue dots); (b) Two Nyquist plots at
30% SOC with cycled cell at 70% SOC (grey dots) and cycled cell at 30% SOC (light blue
dots).
DOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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In Figure 3(b) the results of EIS at 30% SOC under otherwise identical conditions as in subplot Figure 3(a) are shown.
Applying electrochemical impedance spectroscopy at lithium ion battery cells,
three major frequency subdivisions are relevant. The first section deals with frequencies higher than 1 kHz, where inductive phenomena occur, which is not
detailed investigated in this study. The intersection with the x-axis which is approximately at 1 kHz in the Nyquist plot is one important point for investigation. At this point no relevant imaginary term of impedance is observed; always
the real part of impedance is decisive, which represents the ohmic resistance.
The second subdivision in Nyquist plot is the medium frequency range. The
frequencies are between 1 kHz and approximately 1 Hz. In this frequency range
the electrochemical charge transfer processes with double-layer charging occur.
At lower frequency as approximately 1 Hz the diffusion limiting process is observed [40].
Comparing the results of EIS at 70% SOC by cycling around 70% SOC a higher increase of ohmic resistance (intersection axis of abscissa) is seen compared to
the cell cycled at 30% SOC. Also the ohmic resistance at 30% SOC is by cycling
at 70% SOC compared to cycling at 30% SOC higher. Those results match to the
observed behavior before. In this case no correlation between SOC and ohmic
resistance is determined.
The resistance between intersection axis of abscissa and minimum at lower
frequencies [41] strongly depends on the charge transfer in a battery cell. As in
the Nyquist plot illustrated, no significant change in charge transfer could be
observed. Neither differences at cycling at 30% SOC, nor cycling at 70% SOC in
EIS at 30% SOC and 70% SOC are shown. Based on these results no charge
transfer inhabitation is found.
For lower frequencies the diffusion process is the most important phenomena
[42]. The resistance part could be deduced at the point with highest real and
complex part of impedance in the Nyquist plot [43]. First it could be observed
that the diffusion resistance belongs is higher at 70% SOC. In addition cycling at
70% SOC leads also in EIS at 30% SOC and 70% SOC to higher value in impedance. The real term by cycling at 70% SOC of impedance as well as the imaginary term of impedance has larger values compared to cycling at 30% SOC.
According to literature at lower frequencies, diffusion limiting processes are
the dominant phenomena in lithium ion battery cells. In order to describe those
processes the Warburg impedance is used in general [44] [45].
In Equation (1) the Warburg impedance ZW is shown, where ω the frequency,

RW(ω) the frequency depending real term of impedance, R the ideal gas constant,
T the temperature, i the imaginary unit, F the faraday constant and c0 the concentration, n the amount of transferred electrons and D the diffusion coefficient
is.

=
Z W RW (ω ) +

DOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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Considering the equation of Warburg impedance in connection with the previous results the diffusion coefficient is of interest. The cells cycled at 70% SOC
show at impedance spectroscopy at lower frequencies especially at 0.05 Hz both
in real part of impedance as well as in the imaginary part higher values compared to the cells cycled at 30% SOC. With regard to Warburg impedance, where
the frequency at 50 mHz is fixed and the temperature is constant, no changes in
parameters are possible except the diffusion coefficient. The higher impedance
values are possible if the diffusion coefficient decreases caused due changes in
the material. In this case the aging mechanism with respect to impedance results
is directly correlated with diffusion limiting processes.
Based on cyclic voltammetry the oxidation and reduction process could be
observed. In this study the change of oxidation and reduction processes of NCA
based lithium ion cells with graphite anode are shown. The CV’s in Figure 4
show the differences between a pristine cell and two cycled cells, cycled at 30%
SOC and 70% SOC, while charge and discharge processes. The first process between charge and discharge is around 3.3 V and 3.4 V, the peaks belong to the
graphite anode [46]. Considering the pristine cyclic voltammogram the two
peaks between 3.53 for lithium intercalation in NCA and 3.63 from deintercalation show the primary electrode process. The cycled cell at 70% SOC shows a
significant changed CV compared to the cycled cell at 30% after 500 full cycle
equivalents. Considering the CV of the pristine cell compared to the cell cycled
at 30% SOC no remarkable differences are seen. First of all the current intensity
of the main peak pair for reduction and oxidation process between cycled

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammograms at 25˚C ambient temperature with a constant potential
scan rate of 0.020 mV∙s−1 of a commercial pristine cell with NCA-based cathode (dark
grey line) and one cell after 5000 partial cycles with 10% DOD at averaged 30% SOC
(light blue dashed line) and one cycled cell around averaged 70% SOC (light grey dotted
line) including potential shift ∆φ and distinctive oxidation and reduction peak points.
DOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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cell at 70% SOC compared to cycled cell at 30% SOC is decreased by 2000 mA,
due to different aging processes. Beside the reduction of current intensity while
discharge and charge, especially the overpotential of lithium deintercalation at
the NCA cathode is increased by 45 mV. Considering the potential shift ∆φ between all three cells a further difference in aging behavior is observed. Whereas
the cell cycled at 30% SOC compared to the pristine cell no shift is shown, a potential shift ∆φ by cycling at 70% SOC is indicated in Figure 4. Thus, aging behavior regarding cycling with small DOD at different SOC causes a phase change
in NCA material.
In Figure 5 cyclic voltammetry at two different temperatures in order to determine temperature depending electrochemical processes is carried out. The
scan rate of 0.020 mV∙s−1 for the positive and the negative sweep is constant. For
each pair of peaks a potential shift ∆φ is observed, especially the lithiation and
delithiation is of interest. At higher temperature (40˚C) less potential difference
compared to low temperature (10˚C) is detected. According to literature a diffusion process is the main inhibiting process, in addition the charge transfers play
no mayor role in this case [47]. The main mechanism of this electrochemical
process is diffusion limited. But one additional mechanism is observed. The ratio
of current density j+/j− is not constant, in this case a temperature depending
change in charge transfer occurs. The reduction of current density depending on
less temperature while lithinate NCA-based material is higher compared to the
reduction of delithiation current density. Current density in general depends on

Figure 5. Cyclic voltammograms of a commercial Li NCA cell after partial cycles with
10% DOD at averaged 70% SOC with a constant potential scan rate of 0.020 mV∙s−1 at
10˚C ambient temperature (dark gray line) and at 40˚C ambient temperature (light blue
dashed line) including potential shift ∆φ and current density peaks j.
DOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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temperature. Decreasing temperature leads to decreasing current, because electrochemical processes are kinetic depending processes, which is seen in Equation
(2) where j, j0 are the current densities with ∆rG the free reaction enthalpy, R the
ideal gas constant and T the temperature.

j = j0 e

 ∆ rG 
−

 RT 



(2)

Especially for electrochemical processes the Butler-Volmer equation is used,
where F is the Faraday constant, α is the transfer coefficient and η is the overpotential.
=
j

  − α nF η   − (1−α ) nF η  
RT
 
j0  e RT  − e





(3)

Oxidation and reduction underlay different mechanism; a variation and an
asymmetrical change of current density are shown. In this case lithiation while
changing the crystal structure is inhibited. During this change the lattice parameter varies. According to literature the oxide delithiation process which occurs
while charging the cell results in a decrease lattice occupancy fraction [47]. In
order to confirm the previous results the variation of potential scan rate is carried out.
One important parameter for interpreting CV is the potential scan rate. In
Figure 6 two CV’s with different potential scan rates 0.020 mV∙s−1 and 0.022
mV∙s−1 of the aged cell cycled at 70% are shown. In this case the current intensity

Figure 6. Cyclic voltammograms of a commercial NCA cathode based cell after partial
cycles with 10% DOD at averaged 70% SOC at 10˚C ambient temperature with a constant
potential scan rate of 0.022 mV∙s−1 (dark gray line) and a constant potential scan rate of
0.020 mV∙s−1 (light blue dashed line).
DOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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decreases with lower potential scan rates. Also the difference between absolute
current for oxidation and reduction is constant. But one important result is the
fixed overpotential between oxidation to reduction peak. If a reaction with inhibited charge transfer as main mechanism exists a difference between overpotential at different scan rates will occur. If a diffusion limited process is the main
mechanism no change between overpotential will be observed. In this case the
behavior hint to diffusion limited process.
In general the mechanisms of cyclic voltammetry are shown in Figures 4-6.
For an aged cell at Figure 5 a potential difference between lithiation and delithiation state at cycling around 70% is observed. The conclusion is a diffusion limitation in lithiation of NCA which is a conclusion of irreversible loss of lithium
while changing crystal structure, which leads to change in lattice parameter [48]
and changes in addition the state of nickel ions. In this case nickel ions will be
inactive during change and the lithium intercalated in the NCA material is not
completely able to delithinate, which leads to an additional barrier regarding
change in order of nickel with potential change. In addition to this process the
current density while discharge and therefore lithiation of NCA decreases.
According to literature [36], an overpotential ∆φ should be observed, if an
electrochemical charge transfer is inhibited. This is not seen in Figure 6, no increase of ∆φ is observed. In this case the main mechanism is a diffusion limited
reaction. Considering Figure 5 it apparently supports that theory. If temperature
is changed, a high difference between potential of reduction and oxidation is determined, but also a change of current density ratio with limitation to lithiation
of NCA happens. In this case a diffusion depending limitation could be observed
with additional change in reaction mechanism, which is temperature depending.
In this case the lattice parameter change, which is known in literature [48] playing a key role limiting the diffusion limitation and leading to irreversible losses
of lithium.
One additional important investigation during aging processes is temperature
behavior. As mentioned before, change in crystal structure is one important
mechanism of aging a NCA-based Li-ion cell by cycling with small DOD. The
phase change leads to a variation in lattice parameter and changes the order of
the system. In this case the entropy of system is changed. The entropic effect has
an impact on aging behavior of NCA-cathodes, because entropy change of solid
materials leads in general to structural stresses. In order to determine entropic
effects the change in temperature is the key factor [49]. The change in entropy in
general could be positive or negative, which results in positive or negative temperature gradients in the cell.
Considering Figure 7(c) at charging and discharging process the temperature
development shows a non linearity behavior. It is known that increased temperature gradients at boundary voltage areas occur due diffusion limitation [50].
Around 3.6 V to 3.8 V while charge process and 3.6 V to 3.5 V while discharge
process entropic effects of NCA could be observed. In this area a change of crystal structure leads to an entropic effect. Based on internal resistance at current
DOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. (a) Differential temperature voltammetry while charge at 25˚C ambient
temperature; (b) Differential temperature voltammetry while discharge at 25˚C ambient
temperature; (c) Temperature behavior of a commercial LiNCA cell while a standard
CC-CV charge and CC-discharge cycle with C/5 and ambient temperature at 25˚C.

flow temperature arises with ohmic losses. Only entropic losses could change the
behavior in electrochemical cells. In this case the phase transition of NCA could
be the reason. Cycling between 3.65 V and 3.85 V leads to a higher average temperature in contrast to cycling between 3.44 V and 3.62 V. In this case two main
factors for accelerated aging by cycling around 70% SOC are determined.
The derivative of voltage above the derivative of temperature could be used to
describe the reaction entropy ∆rS [51].
dT
nF
= r
dU ∆ S

(4)

In order to determine the temperature development due to entropic effects the
differential temperature voltammetry [52] is carried out.

dT
dT
dt
DTV
= =
dU dU
dt

(5)

Shown in Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) the highest entropic effect of temperature evaluation occurs between 3.6 and 3.7 V. Considering cyclic voltammetry
that area is congruent with the maximum peak of phase transition. But the gradients by cycling at 70% lead to higher temperature development and entropic
effects caused by transition and lead to higher mechanical stress. Considering
the peak in Figure 7(a) it is also shown, that the charging process with respect to
phase transition leads to a positive temperature gradient. The change in entropy
regarding phase transition while charge process is negative caused due to posiDOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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tive temperature evolution. The negative change in entropy could be explained
by reduction of lattice parameter. Considering the peak in Figure 7(b) it is
shown, that the discharging process with respect to phase transition leads also to
a positive temperature gradient, but the negative voltage development leads to a
decrease in absolute temperature. The change in entropy regarding phase transition while discharge process is positive caused due to negative temperature evolution. The positive change in entropy could be explained by increase of lattice
parameter.

4. Discussion
It is known in literature, that the cathode material is the dominant part for aging
of NCA-cathode based with graphite anode based battery cells [29]. Also it is
well studied, that micro cracks in cathode material are one of the main degradation mechanism [48]. In those studies high current rates or high depths of discharge are the typical measurement conditions [30].
Regarding the capacity fading different results are obtained with respect to
cycling at 70% SOC compared to cycling at 30% SOC with small DOD. The detailed capacity progress with respect to d aging at 70% SOC is investigated. In literature a phase transition in the region of 70% SOC is known, this is a change
from monoclinic to hexagonal structure [32] where lattice parameter changes.
Based on impedance spectroscopy the diffusion behavior is determined as main
inhibiting processes. Moreover, cyclic voltammetry is carried out to identify the
impact of phase transition with respect to potentio dynamic behavior caused due
to the different aging processes. This is a direct correlation between phase transition and aging process. By varying the parameters potential scan rate and the
temperature also a diffusion limitation is determined. According to literature an
inactive state of Ni3+ and Ni2+ with oxygen loss of active material is known [31],
which disabled lithium intercalation and deintercalation. With respect to the received results the diffusion limitation regarding the phase transition is an aging
mechanism for cycling with small depth of discharges. Additionally, the differential thermal voltammetry is carried out to determine the effect of entropy
with respect to the temperature influence. The results show a direct impact of
entropy caused due to the temperature behavior regarding the change in crystal
structure. This entropy depending temperature profile has an additional impact
on aging processes.
In order to underpin the results received in this study, the anode material
should be mentioned. According to literature the graphite anode combined with
NCA based cathode is not the main aging factor [28]. But one mechanism with
respect to cell aging of graphite/NCA belonging to anode side is discussed in literature [53]. Particular at 3.7 V and higher potential lithium plating is observed.
In this region a lower charge transfer coefficient is expected. But also here high
current and particularly deep temperatures are necessary [54]. In both studies
the high current rates and deep temperatures are determined as main factor for
lithium platting. Those measurement conditions are excluded in this study.
DOI: 10.4236/msa.2018.91011
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5. Conclusions
The study was performed with a graphite anode based lithium ion battery combined with a NCA oxide base cathode. A strong dependency between cycling
with small DOD at different SOC was observed. If cycling around 30% SOC with
10% DOD is carried out, a much better life time performance could be reached
in contrast to cycling around 70% SOC. The NCA based lithium ion battery
cycling around 30% SOC shows after 600 full cycle equivalents only a degradation of about 2%, whereas cycling around 70% SOC leads to a capacity decrease
of 10%. Considering the results, the difference is a starting point for optimization, in order to enhance battery system lifetime. This cycling behavior knowledge is necessary for NCA lifetime prediction, especially in virtual storage plant
for delivering primary reserve and has an important impact on efficiency and
economy, caused on the possibility to deal with different system states. It is important to know, which aging mechanisms are essential in order to optimize the
cell behavior and adapt it to system performance.
Furthermore, the behavior of capacity loss could be described by cyclic voltammetry in detail. We could correlate different effects to the physico chemical
effects like phase transitions. It could be shown, that fatigued NCA lithium ion
battery cells cycled with small DOD depend strongly on state of charge and so
on phase transition. Also the impact of reversible heat and the entropic effect
were interpreted. It was shown, that the diffusion of the electrochemical system
is limited. In addition an electrochemical discharge inhibition occurs while degradation progress. According to literature and in post mortem analyses, the
disorientation of Ni [32] could be observed and confirmed.
Also impedance analysis via spectroscopy was carried out and confirmed the
results. A higher temperature in average by cycling around 70% state of charge
compared to cycling around 30% SOC was found. An additional increase of internal resistance at higher frequencies which correlate with growth in SEI and
also at lower frequencies which correlate with diffusion processes could be determined.
In future, additionally to existing results from NCA aging behavior, other
state of charges (SOC) will be investigated to support the degradation theory and
optimize the aging depending use of decentralized and distributed battery system for supplying primary control reserve in a virtual storage plant. Furthermore, the ambient temperature of cycling will be changed to see the impact of
temperature correlation to the phase transition. In following investigation, additional cathode electrode chemistry will be investigated to encourage the results.
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